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Why using the right

equipment the right way

is critical

When you take the time to set up and run a webinar, you want to be sure

that you take every opportunity to have a great topic, an engaged

audience, and a call to action, but you also need the right equipment and

technical setup so that problems such as poor lighting or unintelligible audio

don’t compromise the experience for attendees.

The pro tips in this checklist have helped many of our clients to run

successful webinars. We’re sharing them with you so that you and your

guests can go into your own webinars with con�dence — and the right

tools for the job!

To keep your prep simple, we broke this Webinar Tech Essentials checklist

into three key areas: working with a webinar platform, staging the talent

and guests effectively, and ensuring high audio and video quality. Take care

of these details, and you’ll be well on your way to a great webinar.

Cindy Zuelsdorf

www.kokoroinc.com
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http://www.kokoroinc.com/
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Working with a webinar platform 

Choosing the right platform for your webinar can be the difference between
a successful show or a string of headaches. Consider these tips as you seek
out the right solution for your event.

Pick a platform that meets your business needs.
You have a lot of choices—Facebook Live, Go To Webinar, WebinarJam,
Zoom, and more. I like to work with Zoom  because it lets me pay for the
webinar module month by month, so if I’m not doing a webinar for a couple
of months, I can just turn it off. (This is a link to free Zoom meeting account .)

Ensure the platform meets your practical needs.
We often get requests for a webinar recording or replay. Zoom makes
that easy by supporting recording to a local computer or to the cloud for
later access and editing. By recording to the cloud you can seamlessly pass
the file to a team member for editing. Another thing I like about Zoom is that
the video switches between guests based on audio presence. This
functionality makes it easy to do a multi-cam shoot without a switcher. You
might make a list of capabilities you’ll require in a webinar platform.

Use a platform that interoperates with your preferred software tools.
Zoom also integrates well with databases and marketing automation tools
including Infusionsoft and Keap as well as ActiveCampaign . These systems
automatically know who did or didn't come to the webinar and the follow-up
emails can go out based on if they attended or not. Love that personalized
follow-up based on behavior!

I edit with Telestream’s ScreenFlow   to put together an on-demand or
condensed version of the webinar. You might edit out slow parts of the show
or part of the QA if it's too revealing or off-topic. The audio tools in
ScreenFlow are really sweet, too. Premiere and Camtasia are also fine
choices. Or just use QuickTime or other free tools to trim as needed.

Select and test a webinar platform ahead of time.
Don’t leave choosing a webinar platform for the last minute. You need to be
familiar with how the platform works and how you can use it with other tools
to boost your marketing capabilities. When you’re comfortable with the
webinar platform, you can focus your energy on other parts of the show.
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https://zoom.us/?tt!pID=3521&tt!bD=6023282_1
https://zoom.us/?tt!pID=3521&tt!bD=6023282_1
http://infusionsoft.app/signup?affiliatecode=a58074&bundleids=&linkpostedby=005j000000DQfipAAD
http://www.activecampaign.com/?_r=5ZEZBCY4
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The Gear and Setup

A bit of lighting and a good mic are among the most important factors in making your
webinar look and sound good. Positioning and background elements also can enhance
your appearance as an expert.

Add low-cost lighting to make you and your guest shine.
One or two lights and some reflectors make a world of difference in a dim room. If you
are a regular presenter, get a couple of box lights  online. It’s possible to get a good set
for under $50. With a bit of experimentation, it’s possible to achieve a subtle brightness
that really enhances on-screen video.

Allow natural light to illuminate the guest.
If you have a guest and they aren't using lighting, ask them to sit so that their face is lit
from the front by a window or skylight. The presence of a strong light source — natural
or from a lamp — behind your guest will make it more difficult for webinar attendees to
see the guest’s face. When shining on your guest from the front or side, natural light can
be a wonderful staging element.

Audio might be the most important thing!
IAudio matters! Some say that humans are more forgiving of bad video than bad audio.
I like to use the Rode Podcaster mic   which I learned about from my friend Wes. A set of
earbuds with a mic works, too.  But no mic at all often sounds bad.  If you have a guest
on your webinar, try to get them to use some type of mic. Test it out in the rehearsal.

Consider the camera angle and background.
Ideally, the camera should be at eye level or just above. The background can be simple,
as with a plain painted wall, or it can be more complex, so long as it doesn’t distract the
viewer’s eye. Think about what message you’d like to send. Equipment, diplomas,
branding, or bookshelves full of professional texts will support attendees’ perception of
the presenter as being well-informed — an expert. Pictures of family add a personal
tone if that's a fit for the webinar theme. Plants add their own energy to the scene. You
might prefer to use a webcam  instead of the laptop's camera in order to have more
control of the shot.

 Bonus: Check out this blog post and training for what to say during your webinar.
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http://amzn.to/2w7svGl
http://amzn.to/2QoIBlG
http://amzn.to/2Ug9iKn
http://kokoroinc.com/free-training-how-to-do-a-live-webinar-or-live-online-event-get-the-basics-fast/
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Book a 20 min call with Cindy Z

Want more? Text to +1 (530) 203-5703 to  nd out about the 

7 Marketing Basics everyone needs in order to get sales and results. 

I think you'll love it!  Or book a call with me below.

www.kokoroinc.com

7basics

https://go.oncehub.com/cindyz
http://www.kokoroinc.com/

